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CHAPTER 2

FOUR DECADES
OF COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP

The Connection
Be tween Leadership Theories of Act ion

and Student Achievement

Chase Nordengren
University of Washington

There is a paradoxical difference between evidence showing an indirect and
sometimesweak relationshipbetween leadershipand student outcomes (Heck
& Hallinger, 2009; Marks & Printy, 2003; Urick 8cBowers, 2014) and the ex‑
pectations of policymakers and the public that leaders can fix failing schools
(Robinson,Lloyd, & Rowe,2008). Explainingthis difference has been asignifi‑
can t focus of leadership scholars over the last forty years, who have proposeda
variety of models to understand who exercises leadership in schools, how they
exercise that leadership, and how that leadership affects students (Hallinger,
2013). Models by themselves do no t , however, describe the what and how of
leadership practice: which practices of leadership are effective and, in particu‑
lar, the link between these factors and theories of school improvement.
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Authors in the field have begun to suggest that a “bewildering array of
definitions” (Harris, 2003, p. 318) have prevented adeeper understanding
of how leadership functions outside the models that attempt to categorize
it (Mayrowetz, 2008;York‐Barr & Duke, 2004). When leadership is “a social
construction on the part of those experiencing i t ” (Leithwood 8cjantzi,
1999, p. 681), the use of an explicit descriptor of leadership models is n o t
necessary, n o r even always expedient. Instead, scholars should consider
means of examining studies across models, both to get a more complete
picture of the state of the field and to understand common elements that
transcend traditional model boundaries.
This chapter’s purpose is to identify themes in recen t educational lead‑

ership literature that cross boundaries betweenmodels of educational lead‑
ership, with an emphasis on new ways of thinking about how informal and
formal leaderswork together in schools. In doing so, it hopes to provide an
introduction to r e c e n t scholarship in this arena, and also advance a con‑
versation about how to better integrate models of leadership across diverse
authors and contexts. I t asks:

I. In literature on educational leadership written since the rise to
prominence of collective models of educational leadership (roughly,
the year 2000), how do authors conceptually understand leaders,
leadership tasks, and student outcomes?

2. What are common “theories of action” in these literatures linking
leadership tasks with changes in instruction and in student outcomes?

3. What are common features of these theories of action across leader‑
ship models?

Using a “theories of action” model, this chapter seeks to understand the
commonalities underlying how collective leadership studies understand
who leads,what behaviors leaders lead through, and the student ou tcomes
that measure that success or failure. The chapter identifies three common
types of theories of action across studies and three features of studies that
are common throughout the educational leadership literature. The chap‑
t e r concludes by arguing collective leadership serves as a bridge between
mediatedmodels of leadership and effects on student outcomes, exploring
the implications of this idea for theory and research.

BACKGROUND

In this section, I argue four major models of educational leadership con‑
verge around the idea of collectivity. In t u r n , this convergence suggests the
opportunity for work that seeks to integrate models, or understandmodels
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together, through “theories of action,” or ways of describing how leaders,
through leadership practices, cause impacts on student outcomes. While
specific studies of school leadership, both quantitative and qualitative, may
suggest a leadership model through which authors understand leadership,
leadership models share important similarities that allow work among one
scholarly tradition to have utility for scholars in other traditions.

Most leadership models n o w contend, at a minimum, that leadership
is “a social influence process whereby intentional influence is exerted by
one person [o r group] over other people [ o r groups] to s t ruc tu re the ac‑
tivities and relationships in a group or organization” (Yukl, 1994, p. 3; see
also Leithwood & Duke, 1999; Northouse, 2007). Models of leadership,
therefore, address the questions of who ought lead,what they ought do to
lead, and how these person or persons ought lead. As such, the relation‑
ship between leadership models and leadership asunderstood in practice
is reciprocal and changing, and scholars should examine how accurately
each reflects the other.

PROMINENT MODELS
OF COLLECTIVE EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

x
I use the t e rm “collective leadership” here to encompass models of educa‑
tional leadership that contain three common elements:

1. A uni t of analysis: Collective leadership describes teams of leaders
working together.

2. A uni t of work: Collective leadership models focus on the routines
or common practices leaders engage in, rather than the actions of
individual leaders.

3. A unit of measurement: Collective leadership orients actors in the
school towards the common goal of improvingstudent outcomes.

I focus on four models that, I argue, contain collectivity: Instructional lead‑
ership, transformational leadership, teacher leadership, and distributed
leadership. These four overlap in interesting ways, and, each in their own
way, exhibit a growing or already well-developed focus on the collective
na t u r e of leadership practice.

Evolving Notions of Instructional Leadership

First, instructional leadership refers to several theoriesthat discuss how
leaders engage in the work of improvingclassroom instruction. Scholarship
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on instructional leadershiphas a long anddiverse history.Beginningrough‑
ly from the period of the “effective schools” movemen t of the mid-19805,
scholars have sought to understand the role of principals in setting instruc‑
tional priorities (Hallinger, 2005). Much of this early literature focused on
firmly establishing what was expected of principals in terms of setting the
vision for and intervening in activities traditionally reserved for teachers
(Hallinger 84Murphy, 1987).As the accountability m o v em e n t took hold in
the late 19905 and early 20005, attention once again turned to how princi‑
pals interacted with instruction, though this time with the desire to better
m e e t mo re vigorous performance expectations placed on schools (Hal‑
linger, 2005). The various models of instructional leadership may come, in
part, f rom this longand multifaceted heritage.
The diversity of the instructional leadership literature may also s tem

from a recen t focus within that literature on collaboration and collectiv‑
ity. During the nascent stages of instructional leadership, which studied
principals, literature focused on connecting leadership practices to student
outcomes to the detriment of a focus on styles of leadership practice (Hal‑
linger, 2005). The trend from “technological, rational planning” models
of school improvement toward “cultural, collaborative approaches” (Shep‑
pard, 1996, p. 328), observed by instructional leadership authors, encom‑
passed several different interpersonal leadership styles. In tu rn , this shift
may have also shifted the attention of authors toward the collaboration it‑
self, includingactors other than the principal in the leadership umbrella.

One understanding of instructional leadership‐termed shared instruc‑
tional leadership (Marks 8cPrinty, 2003; Printy,Marks, 8cBowers, 2009; Urick
& Bowers, 2014)‐explicitly addresses the role of teachers and other non ‑
adrninistrators in instructional leadership. These scholars begin from the
principle that teaching and learning, asthe “technical core” of schools and
schooling, ought guide all of the short‐ and long-term objectives of schools
asorganizations (Marks 8cPrinty, 2003). This process entails both principals
mobilizingaction toward improvingstudent outcomes and teachers establish‑
ing the no rms and culture through which other teachers ac t (Marks, Printy,
8cBowers, 2009). The shared instructional leadership concept is in line with
profiles of successful instructional leadershippractice (Knapp, 2014; Murphy
et al., 2007), andmajor critiques of the model byother scholars.
Though diverse, instructional leadership theorists share the belief that

principals lead by defining and communicating goals, providing feedback
on the teaching and learningprocess, and emphasizing professional devel‑
opment activities (Alig-Mielcarek 8cHoy, 2005; Hallinger, 2005). Among
some authors, these tasks also include setting a culture of high expecta‑
tions, monitoring student data, and serving asa visible presence in the
school (Hallinger, 2005). Instructional leadership theories still lend sub‑
stantial, perhaps primary, focus to principals. Still, the focus on principals
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as collaborative agents has lent focus to collaborative processes, and what
kinds of leadership may be exercisedwithin them.

Transformational Leadership

The literature on transformational leadership in schools, begun in the
19705, has focused largely on whether schools are good places to work and
learn and, as such, has addressed a broader set of leadership goals and
activities than the improvement of instruction. Under these models, princi‑
pals are expected to understand and display the behaviors and dispositions
necessary to build work environments supportive to teachers. It is incum‑
benton the leader in this case to promote the overall goals of the institution
rather than the goals of the individual (Brower & Balch, 2005). Frequently,
the model includes opportunities fo r teachers to collaborate on leadership
activities to create a culture of shared responsibility and accountability.
Transformational leadership models across several literatures focus on

the capacities and commitments of anorganization’s members (Leithwood,
Jantzi, 8cSteinbach, 2009). Like instructional leadership, the introduction
of transformational leadership implies schools are shifting away f rom the
traditional model of leadership and changing “for the better” by increas‑
ing the purposes and resources of both leaders and followers (Leithwood,
Jantzi, 8cSteinbach, 2009).

In recen t years, authors (Hallinger, 2003; Marks 8cPrinty, 2003; Urick
8cBowers, 2011) have proposed reconciling instructional and transforma‑
tional leadership models in variousways. Additionally, various reviews of
literature (Robinsonet al., 2008; Scheerens, 2012) have found that instruc‑
tional leadership has a mo re significant impact on student achievement
than transformational leadership. These findings may be associated with
a decline in published studies utilizing this literature in r e cen t years, as
authors appear to transition in to using other models to describe similar
phenomena. Nevertheless, the t e r m “transformational leadership” has a
long history, and retains some salience among practitioners.

Teacher Leadership

Teacher leadership theories understand leadershipbeginningfrom the per‑
spectives and needs of classroom teachers. Formally, the te rm “teacher leader”
is used to refer to teachers with a variety of job arrangements outside of the
classroom, from full-time formal coaching positions to occasional “drop-in”
observation or advice‐giving (Lord 8cMiller, 2000). In addition to these for‑
mal arrangements, teacher leadership scholars often seek to understand how
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teachers lead informally, including how practices such asmodeling effective
instruction serve a leadership function even if practitioners do n o t consider
themselves leaders. An egalitarian view of teachers and teaching, combined
with the newness of teacher leadership positions, has fed a line of scholarship
separate from that focusing on leadership by principals (Neumerski, 2013).
Teacher leadership scholars have focused attention on these nonsuperviso‑

ry, school‐based leadership roles (Mangin & Stoelinga, 2008). While some au‑
thors in this space have focused on formalisticjob responsibilities and ro l e s ‑
studying teachers who build professional develbpment, critique lessons, and
serve on committees (Lord 8cMiller, 2000)‐others have taken an explicitly
anti-hierarchical approach to understandingexpertise and the buildingof re‑
lationships askey leadership practices (Firestone & Cecilia Martinez, 2007),
while others have focused on how specific environments foster opportunities
for, or even expectations of, teacher leadership (York-Barr & Duke, 2004).

Given its focus, scholarsmayconsider teacher leadershipadescriptive t e rm
for teachers who lead, rather than amodel in its own right. However, like the
other models in this section, teacher leadership scholars refer to acommon,
yet independent set of understandings about how leadership functions in
schools, and share a unique conception of how leadership should function.
Placing this literature in dialogue with other literature on collective leader‑
ship,while recognizing teacher leadership’s limitations, represents the diver‑
sity of perspectives currently at play in educational leadership scholarship.

Distr ibuted Leadership

Under a fourth strand of leadership scholarship, distributed leadership
models argue that leadership is a situational, rather than permanent, quality
of individuals and situations. Copland (2003) tracks the development of dis‑
tributed leadership from the first human relations perspectives of the 19705,
which pushed against an assumed distrust of employees, through the devel‑
opment of transformational leadership (which focuses on the empowerment
of staff), into Elmore’s (2000) work, which focuses on re-aligning the center
of authority in schools toward whole staffs. While the t e rm distributed lead‑
ership is used in varying contexts (and at times to refer to relatively routine
practices of delegation) I here refer to models that argue many individuals
within aschool can serve asleaders or co‐leaders duringparticular times or in
areas in which they have expertise (Spillane, Halverson, 8cDiamond, 2004).
These authors reject the dichotomies of leader‐follower and leadership‐fol‑
lowership they see in other theoretical frames (Gronn, 2002).

Byproponents,distributed leadership isseen asa key response to leadership
studies that have left unansweredquestions about the impact of leadership on
instructional improvement (Harris, 2004). Empirical studies in distributed
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leadership look to “capture” leadership activities that other models might
miss (Harris, 2004). In particular, certain authors within the distributed leader
strand redirect focus from individual capacities toward the idea of a collective
capacity for leadership, greater than the sum of its parts (Harris, 2004). This
focus reflects an emerging consensus that distributed leadership is n o t merely
the division of tasks amongseveral personsbut isamanifestationof the interac‑
tions that leaders and recipients havewith each other (Timperley, 2005).
In distributed leadership theories, the situation is treated asthe primary

uni t of analysis; distributed leadership attempts to understand how the cog‑
nit ion of actors is distributed bytime, place, and socialization (Spillane et
al., 2004). By focusing on interactions, “organizational routines and tools
are a core defining element of practice” (Harris,2008, p. 255). In this way,
distributed leadership ties together knowledge, belief and action: “activity
is a product of what the ac to r knows, believes, and does in and through
particular social, cultural, and material contexts” (Spillane, et al., 2004).
Distributed leadership theories also highlight the importance of exper‑

tise, or the potential expertise of actors, in creating opportunities for lead‑
ership. In distributed leadership theory, expertise rather than hierarchy is
a source of authority (Copland, 2003). Expertise is tied to a process of con ‑
tinual learning among teachers about curriculum and instruction (Harris,
2003).While this process can reinforce visions set by formal administrators,
distributed leadership can also challenge authority in ways that makejoint
movemen t mo re difficult (Printy, 2007).

METHODOLOGY

This chapter seeks to identify and evaluate qualitative and quantitative
studies that l ink collective leadership practices to student outcomes. In
the contex t of collective leadership, I argue, it is possible to review works
of literature across these multifaceted models of leadership by examining
how researchers understand the relationship between leaders, leadership
actions, and student outcomes.

Here, these understandings are termed “theories of action.” A theory
of action is aworking hypothesis regarding how leadership practices and/
or changes in instruction resulting from good leadership create observable
improvements in student outcomes. I use the theories of action present
in each study reviewed here asa means of understanding the way leader‑
ship functions in each instance (Hi l l & Celio, 1998), and to therefore find
common features between studies with nominally different models of lead‑
ership. Theories of action, however, are n o t by themselves a replacement
for leadership models or theories: Ultimately, they are primarily a tool f o r
understanding studies together.
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tinual learning among teachers about curriculum and instruction (Harris, 
2003). While this process can reinforce visions set by formal administrators, 
distributed leadership can also challenge authority in ways that make joint 
movement more difficult (Printy, 2007). 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter seeks to identify and evaluate qualitaLive and quantitative 
studies that link collective leadership practices to student outcomes. In 
the context of collective leadership, I argue, it is possible to review works 
of literature across these multifaceted models of leadership by examining 
how researchers understand the relationship between leaders, leadership 
actions, and student outcomes. 

Here, these understandings are termed "theories of action." A theory 
of action is a working hypothesis regarding how leadership practices and/ 
or changes in instruction resulting from good leadership create observable 
improvements in student outcomes. I use the theories of action present 
in each studv reviewed here as a means of undeFst.anding the way leader
ship functio~s in each instance (Hill & Celio, 1998), and to therefore find 
common features between studies with nominally different models of lead
ership. Theories of action, however, arc noL by themselves a replacement 
for leadership models or theories: Ultimately, they are primarily a tool for 
understanding studies together. 
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linger calls for reviews to have explicit goals (here, understanding the collec
tivity behind contemporary studies in educational leadership) and an explicit 
conceptual perspective (here, the idea of theories of action, which must be 
identified and explicated). These two orientations guided how studies in the 
review were sorted and what data was extracted from them (Hallinger, 2013). 
I conduced a "bounded search" (Hallinger, 2013) of literature, with an inclu
sive approach to sources of information, methods of leadership and concep
tions of student outcomes, in studies from 2000 to the present. Beginning 
from the year 2000, this review seeks to pick up where Leithwood and Duke 
(1999) ostensibly left off. The period also encompasses major theoretical de
velopments, including Gronn's (2002) early work on distributed leadership 
and the development of instructional leadership beyond the principalship. 

Four separate strategies were used to gather studies: 

l. The ERIC database was searched for abstracts containing at least one 
term for a leadership model that implied collective work ("distrib
uted leadership," "teacher leadership," "instructional leadership," 
"leadership effects," "collaborative leadership," "shared leadership," 
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dent achievement," "student learning," "student outcomes," "social 
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and Rowe's 2008 meta-analysis were reviewed for inclusion. 
3. Key theoretical literature on distributed leadership (Spillane, Halv

erson, & Diamond, 2004; Spillane, 2006; Mayrowetz, 2008; Gronn, 
2002) was used as the basis for a Google Scholar reverse citation 
search to discover any empirical studies that utilized distributed lead
ership to describe leadership activities. 

4. Key journals were identified and reviewed for any remaining relevant 
empirical studies. This search included the four key journals referenced 
in Leithwood and Duke's 1999 review of the history of leadership litera
ture across the past century (Education Administration Quarterly,Journal 
of School Leadership; Educational Management, Administration, & Leader
ship; and Journal of Educational Administration) as well as two journals 
established after 1999 ( School Leadership & Management and Leadership 
& Policy in Education). The previous three search strategies substantially 
incorporated work in other journals as well. 
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Studies were screened for relevance to the study (Hallinger, 2013) us‑
ing two key elements. First, reviewed studies had to include non‐principal
actors (chiefly, teachers) who are treated asleadingschool‐level improve‑
m e n t in tandem with principals. Second, studies had to make connec‑
tions, direct or indirect, to student achievement. Broad discretion was
given to authors to define the achievement variable of interest. Twenty-six
studies (over 29 publications: four publications by Hallinger and Heck
discuss the same data set) includedmultiple leaders and a l ink to student
achievement; these m e t the criteria for review. Twenty-nine of the stud‑
ies in the review included multiple leaders without a corresponding l ink
to student achievement. The final group contains 21 studies that do n o t
contain multiple leaders: these studies use distributed leadership or simi‑
la r frameworks to understand how teachers perceive leadership by their
principals.
In accordance with Hallinger (2013), I followed a specific strategy in

extracting and collecting information from the 26 studies of interest. The
intent was n o t to create a meta‐analysis, in which the effect sizes of each of
the studies are quantified. Instead, I used “narrative text , idea units [and]
descriptions of studies” (Hallinger, 2013, p. 135) to ex t rac t the particular
units of study design identified by Spillane (2006): who the leaders in the
study were, how leadership was understood conceptually, the specific lead‑
ership style(s) or structure(s) under study, the means by which student
outcomes were assessed or analyzed, and the general finding of the study.
These units are presented in Table 2.2, the primary tool of analysis. From
this matrix display, I drew conclusions through analytic tools such asunder‑
standing relationships between design features in the study, visible across
the rows of the matrix, and contrastingand comparing the texts against one
another (Miles, Huberman, 8cSaldar'ia, 2014), visible across the columns.
From there, Iwas able to generate hypotheses about themes in the tex t and
test those hypotheses by returning to the texts.
Asasystematic reviewof literature, this chapterjoins meta-analyses (Rob‑

inson, Hohepa, 8cLloyd, 2009; Scheerens, 2012) that seek to understand
the quantitative relationship between leadership and student outcomes.
However, this chapter’s purpose is to understand these relationships quali‑
tatively, in order to clarify how leadership theory is applied, understood,
and modified in each instance. Further while Scheerens’ (2012) review
focuses on measures of student ou tcomes and leadership variables, like
this study, its focus on intermediate variables is primarily demographic,
rather than seeking to understand the features of leadership examined in
reviewed studies. This study therefore complements and extends this devel‑
o in literature base.P g
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Studies were screened for relevance to the study (Hallinger, 2013) us
ing two key elements. First, reviewed studies had to include non-principal 
actors (chiefly, teachers) who are treated as leading school-level improve
ment in tandem with principals. Second, studies had to make connec
tions, direct or indirect, to student achievement. Broad discretion was 
given Lo authors to define the achievement variable of interest. Twenty-six 
studies (over 29 publications: four publications by Hallinger and He(:k 
discuss the same data set) included multiple leaders and a link to student 
achievement; these met the criteria for review. Twenty-nine of U1e stud
ies in the review included multiple leaders without a corresponding link 
to student achievement. The final group coma-ins 21 studies that do not 
contain multiple leaders: these studies use distributed leadership or simi
lar frameworks to understand how Leachers perceive leadership by their 
principals. 

In accordance wiLh Hallinger (2013), I followed a specific strategy in 
extracting anrl collecting information from the 26 studies of interest. The 
intent was not to create a meta-analysis, in which the effect sizes of each of 
the studies are quantified. Instead, I used "narrative text, idea units [and] 
descriptions of studies" (Hallinger, 2013, p. 135) Lo extract the particular 
units of study design identified by Spillane (2006): w~o the leaders in the 
study were, how leadership was undersLood conceptually, the specific lead
ership stylc(s) or su·ucturc(s} under study, the means by which student 
omcomcs were assessed or analyzed, and the general finding of the study. 
These units are presented in Table 2.2, the primary tool of analysis. From 
this matrix display, I drew conclusions through analytic tools such as under
standing relationships between design features in the study, visible across 
the rows of the matrix, and contrasting and comparing the texts against one 
another (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014), visible across the columns. 
from there, I was able to generate hypotheses about themes in the text and 
rest those hypotheses hy returning to the texts. 

As a systematic review of literature, this chapter joins meta-analyses (Rob
inson, Hohepa, & Lloyd, 2009; Schccrens, 2012) that seek to understand 
the quantitative relationship hetween leadership and student outcomes. 
However, this chapte1·'s purpose is to understand these relationships quali
tatively, in order to clarif}' how leadership theory is applied, understood, 
and modified in each instance. Further while Scheerens' (2012) review 
focuses on measures of student outcomes and leadership variables, like 
this study, its focus on intermediate variables is primarily demographic, 
rather than seeking to understand the features of leadership examined in 
reviewed studies. This study therefore complcmenLS and extends this devel

oping literature base. 
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N.~mans. TABLE 2.2 How Do Studies Including Both Teams of Leaders and a Connection to Student Outcomes (26 Studies 
Over 29 Publications) Understand Leadership'? 

Reference 

Abbott& 
11-kKnighl. 

'.:!OIO 

Akopoff 
'.!OHi 

.-\lexa11de1· 
'.!010 

Angelic 
'.:!010 

Study Type 

Mixed mel.hmls 

longitudinal study, 

examining nine Title I 
schools over live years 

Qualitative multiple 

c.~,e study dissertation, 

examining three under
performing senior high 
schools 

Mixc'fl method, 
di~rt.ation, t:xiilnining 

IO\I muh.iculturnl teachers 
front two high S<:hoo1s in a 

so.uthwcsLCm staLC 

Qu;.ctliLalivc: cast• stu<ly, 
examining one middle 
schuol scle<:terl by local 
lla~ship university 

Leaders Under 
Study; Conception of 
leadership 

Principals and tcacht,r:; 

in secondary schools; 
Distributed leadership' 

Principals, assi"ilanl 

p1indpals & lcacher,;; 

Disttibmed leadership 

Teachers with more than 
lwo year:; of expcrienn·; 
·1·ra11sfimnat.ive 

leadership (conslructi,isl 
leadership) 

Principals, 1.eadrc1,; 
an<l ad1ninisLraLc11-s; 
Dis1rihnu,<1 lntocrship 

Changes in leadership 
Structure or Style 
Examined 

Multiple leadership 
meelings, inc:lurling monthly 
instniclional Learn me:·et.ings 

an.--! hiweckly teache1 

lean1ing h:~am meetings 

Professional learnin~ 
communities, pani<ularly 

group meetings 

Encouraged tcarher 

creativity, share:cct decision 
making, and inc.reasect 

collaboration time 

Teacher aulonomy over 
ckcision 1uaking st.nu:turcs 

anct planning time 

Variable(s) of 
Student Outcomes 
Examined 

Stan<lanlizcct l<CSL 
. ..;cort:s 

Program 

i1nprovc1nc.:nl. ~latus 

under NCLB ,me! 

low California Al'I 

score nsecl a.s pan or 
seleclion c1ite1ia 

Teacher reLenLion 

a.-. sl1-a1cgy 

for Slude:cnL 

performance 
improvcmcnl 

Disciplinary data, 
val uc-ad<lc<l stat<: 
lest. su)rcs 

Finding 

Collaborative kaclership 
.schools showed slrongcr 
achicven1c111. t.hart sirni]a1 

schonh 

InconsisLenl 

implementation 

ncg.il.ively impacted 
prol-(l,tm dlicacy 

ConstructivisL leadership 
proniole.s teacher 
relcnl.l<m 

! .cadcrship practices 
suppon stucknl 
achi(:vcmcnt l{ains 

(mn/.inued) 

TABLE 2.2 How Do Studies Including Both Teams of Leaders and a Connection to Student Outcomes (26 Studies 
Over 29 Publications) Understand Leadership'? (continued) 

Reference Study Type 

Clra11g 

'.!OJ I 

Chen \!007 

(:oplaurl 
200'\ 

Dal'irlson 

&Dell 
\!00:~ 

Drocsc 
'.!OIO 

Quantitalivt.· nl1TclaLi1.,nal 
~tnrly, t.~xa1n i ni ug l :-)oo 
T«iwanesc clem(:111arv 
,chool lcachcrs 

Quanl.il;i1.iw co.-rclali(ln"I 
ciisS(:1tati,11l, cxa.1nining 

Leaclrers anrl principal, in 
~hoo~s in i:>7 districL.., ov<.:r 
l ~ Tcxa., u ,nnlics 

1',lixcd mclhods tw,e sturly, 

~xarnining l(i schools in 
!lay Arca Sd1<~,1 Rcl,,rm 

Collahorati,·e 

Mixer! mcthorls case 
study, examining 1hrc,· 

n u·al lo,v inLtHllC 

ele:~1nc11t.£U)' schools 

Qualitative case study, 
examining three schools 

Leaders Under 
Study; Conception of 
leadership 

Tcach<:rs; riis1.rih11Led 

leadership 

Principals and t<.:,Kher 
lca,lc,~; Dislributcd 

kadc1,;hip 

Princip~tls auct teadu:r~; 
[)ist.rih111.crl kackrship 

Principals ancl teachers; 
Teacher lcad('r,hip 

(1.hrnu)a\h Acet·kralc<l 

Sclrools Process) 

Ti:achers:· Dis1ribu1.eri 

learlcr,ship 

Changes in Leadership 
Structure or Style 
Examined 

Teach,,,-, pcrceplion.s or 
disLrihuLc<l leadership; 

.tcademic optimism 

Principal leadership 
traits measured Lhrough 

Leachcr lt:<!d.,,-percx:p1.ions, 

including c11ahli111-{ the 
leadership ol" others 

"li.:achcr ,'ngagcmenl. in 

the analysis of student and 
school pel"l,,rmance 

rrnining in !\SI' valllt,S, 

inquirf proo:sS, c1,achlng 
mlc, leadership caclrcs 

Lesson Sludy morld: 
Joint kssou planuing anrl 
ollst,:rvali(lll pn1cl.':,;,s 

Variable{s) of 
Student Outcomes 
Examined Finding 

Monlhly s111rin11 
cxan\~ ln h,ur 

st1l~jcns 

Texas slal.cwide 
a .... sc.:s:-.n1<..·nt <lat.a 

(AEIS) 

1,,,u1c,-,,,hip 

c.:apadty to advance 

cominuccl ~hool 

in1pn>vt:m(,·nt 

SL.mrlarrlizcd t.,·st 

sco1{.:s. sl.1Ulc11t 

aH1'11Chutcc rates, 
School l'crfo1ma11cc 

Som: 

Pupil,' at:a.dcmic 

sdl:.:oncepl, pupils' 
parlicipatio11, 
m1rlcn1. c11gagc111enl 

llistrihrnc:d k:a<lership has 
in<lin·cl positi,c rdalion.,hip 
wilh sturlcnt achlcvcn1c11L 

vi~t ;tc.:adcLnic..: ,>pt.in1\~1n 

Collahoral.ivc: learning 

styles and ,·nlisllnt'nl ol 
tcach~r 1,:adcrs corn:lali: 
with highn ,1uclc11t 

achicvt~1nen1 

lnqui ry-h,1<etl approa, :h 
,1i<lcs stalfin identifying 

key issl 1cs. :-.w,laining 
n~t{n·n1 over ti1nc 

.-\SI' prnvides a prnc:css, 
k-a<ling Lo kaclt:rship 

anion plans Lhat improved 
I.cs!. scun::s 

( ,csson Study inlprc_)\"C"' 
l1,ad1er,<]rivcn ins1111clional 

improvc1rn.:111. anrl studcnl 

lean1ing in m~tlhematic~ 
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TABLE 2.2 How Do Studies Including Both Teams of Leaders and a Connection to Student Outcomes {26 Studies • 
Over 29 Publications) Understand Leadership? {continued} n 

Reference 

Fanccrn & 
Hliss 2011 

Fostcr 
2005 

Gnnmlahl 
2010 

Halling;er 
&Heck 
2Ut'0a, 
2010b; 
Heck& 
Hallingtcr 
2009, 2010 

Study Type 

Quamitative path 
analysis, examining 53 
New Jersey high schools 
across sLale 

Qualitative case study, 
examining two secondary 
schools involved in 
school impnwcmem 

Mixed methods, 
examining three 
elementary S<:hools in 
one su bu rhan cfotrict 

QuantiLativc lonKitndinal 
study, examining 192-rn8 
elemenLary schools over 
a fo111°ycar pc,io,I 

Leaders Under 
Study; Conception of 
Leadership 

P1-incipals and 
tcachers; Instructional 
leadership 

Principals a11<l teachers; 
Collective leadership 

Principals and teachers; 
Distributed leackrship 

Teachers; CollahoraLive 
leadership 

Changes in Leadership 
Structure or Style 
Examined 

Teacher perceptions 
of principal dfo:acy, 
induding curricnlum 
coordination and 
proli,ssional devdopmenl 

New nutcomes-ba~cd 
n1rriculum, student 
advocat:y program, cros,,
<kpartment cohort groups, 
cl.c. 

Teacher participation in 
organi,ational change, HSC' 

of data and prolessional 
dcvdopmcnt, via survey 
t11Slt't1tnent and interviews 

Oris,m i zational struc Lun.:s 
and processes that support 
broad panieipalion in 
decision making, via survey 

Variabte(s) of 
Student Outcomes 
Examined 

Collective teachn 
efticacy, school 

report cards 

Hopkins: fonts on 
teaching-learning 
process 

Supcrinlcmicnt 
perceptions ol 
schools' academic 
i111provemcn1 

Standarclizcd test 
scores in reading 
and math 

Finding 

SES is a stronger predictor 
oLu:hievement than 
instructional leadership or 
colkc1ivc tc,Kher elftcacy 

Leadership imervcntion 
leads participating 
lead,.,,,. anrl principals to 

feel joint responsibility for 
student out.comes 

TQM principles, strategic 
planning and supportive 
cul tun, posi Lively 
impacted the achievement 
gap 

Dal.a supports mediated 
and n.:c.:iprocal eflects 
models, where leadership 
drives change in school 
improvc,m,nl. capacity 

(wnlirm,d) 

TABLE 2.2 How Do Studies Including Both Teams of Leaders and a Connection to Student Outcomes (26 Studies 
Over 29 Publications) Understand Leadership? (continued} 

Reference 

Harris 
2002 

Hollan<l 
2002 

Kim ;/01() 

Lcithwood 
&.Jant,i 
:WOO 

Study Type 

Qualitative m11ltiple 
<:asc study, examining 10 
high-povt.:rty improving 
secondary schools 

Mixed methucls cast· 
study, examining eight 
intentionally small 
schools in (;lcicago 

Qualit;.1tive case study, 
examining two California 
c:harl.cr schools identified 
for positive leadership 
pr;1c1io.:s 

Qnantit;t.tivc survey, 
examining 1818 t,·achcrs 
and 64YO stndents 

Leaders Under 
Study; Conception of 
Leadership 

I kadteacht,rs; 
transl'ormational 
leadership 

leachers; Di,tri!mLcrt 
lca<lership (via PI.Cs) 

Principals and kad 
leadtcrs: Distri butcd 
leadership 

Principles and tcach.,rs; 
'fracher leadership 

Changes in Leadership 
Structure or Style 
Examined 

Hcadu:achcr ka<lcrship as 
mc1:hanis1n J()r cnh.iva1jng 

sharecl \lision and valnt.'S1 

prolcssional autonomy 

Collective responsibility, 
shared leade1,;hip, focus on 
stuclem care, prof'cssional 
community 

Teacher mentoring 
program, shar<.:d <lccision 
making, graclnatc 
leadership cm11-,;ework for 
teachers 

Perception of Leache1' ancl 
principal influence (HJ 

school culturt· 

Variable(s) of 
Student Outcomes 
Examined 

Empowering 
li:ac:hcrs leads LO 

in1 pn 1vc.xl outco1ne'S 
( vi,t Silins and 
Mnlford 200:/) 

Attendance mu:, 
dt:vdopment of 
inslitmional ct.hos; 
school safo1y 

California API 
scores; 1.eachc:r 
perceptions of 
student maturity, 
positive attitude 
l.owanl learning 
and student 
colh1boration 

St.udtent 
engagement 
via Student 
Engagement and 
Family C11l1.nrc 
Survey 

Finding 

Teacher leaclership 
inlluenced collective 
problem solving 

Small high schools using 
leadership model hacl 
lx:l.1cr aLt.cndann,, stronger 
ethos of responsibility than 
other student, 

A positive correlaLion 

between leadership 
intervention and incr(·asc 
i 11 standar<lizcrl I est scon:: ~ 

Principal leadership 
produces greater clk<:1, 

on studcntcng-'1gemcnt, 
compan.:d with teacher 
leadership 

( amlin ued) 
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FINDINGS 

This review synthesizes and interprets contemporary research on collec
tive leadership in K-12 schools. By specifically identifying the leadership 
practices at work in the included studies, this review differs significantly 
from previous work. By identifying tog·ether leadership models, leadership 
routines, and measures of student outcomes, this review depict'> the theo
ries of action under use in each study. This chapter also demonstrates that, 
outside individual models ofleadership in each study, a general conception 
of collective leadership can serve as a bridge hetwcen mediated models of 

leadership and effects on student outcomes. 
To answer its research queslions, this review seeks common elements 

from the examined studies in order to understand how studies generally 
understand the relationship between leaders, leadership behaviors or ac
tions, and changes in student outcomes. This sect.ion details similarities 
between reviewed studies in two respects: common theoties of action, and 
common features of leadership activity. Each of these is described in de
tail below, along with representative examples drawn from the studied 
literaL4re. This section concludes with a discussion of the limitations of 
this approach, and of attempts Lo reconcile diverse theories of action in 

leadership studies . 
In concurrence ~ith Harris (2004), I find relatively few studies measure 

the impact ofleadership, either directly or indirectly, on student outcomes. 
ln general, however, models that could explain a significant portion of the 
variation in student achievement, both qualitative and quantitative, hypoth
esized a dear theory of action connecting leadership activities with changes 
in classroom practice that impacted how students learn. ln this case, the in

vestigative power of studies was gn::atly enhanced by approaches that clearly 
understood leadership roulines, and had methodological tools capable of 
investigating them. The remainder of this section parallels that emphasis, 
highlighting studies where the relationship between these three core ele

ment-; wa" articulated in a clear but nuanced fashion . 
The findings of this chapter are limited by the natural complexities in

volved in considering qualitative and c1uantitative work together across mul
tiple contexLs. This review produces no precise account of "whatworks"-01-
what does not-in the leadership of schools. Its methods cannot necessarily 
assess the quality of the studies it examines. What it endeavors Lo do instead 
is to understand the direction of the field as it is currently aligned: m,~jor 
trends in literature can both highlight areas of emerging effectiveness and 

shed light on corners of leadership work as yet unexplored. 
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THREE THEORIES OF ACTION CONNECTING LEADERSHIP
AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Studies that demonstrate notable effects of leadership in this review show
one or mo re of three types of theories of action at work: whole school
change through the enhancement of “school improvement capacity,” the
cultivation of a culture of shared purpose, and/or the redesign of teachers’
work. While each study maintains its own unique theory of action, often
blending these types in differentways, a handful of the studies in the sample
reflect trends and commonalities that appear across the literature sample.
These commonalities in how leaders in studies, through behaviors, influ‑
ence student outcomes, suggest a common structure between studies that,
further, suggests ways in which leadershipmodels are reconcilable with one
another. Additionally, these theories are similar in scope and application
to the factors identified in Scheerens’ (2012) meta-analysis of similar work.

Targeting School Improvement Capacity

First,many studies utilize a theory of action in which leadershippractices
reciprocally influence “school improvement capacity,” in t u r n improving
learning (Hallinger 8cHeck, 2010; Heck 8cHallinger, 2009; Heck 8cHal‑
linger, 2010). School improvement capacity refers to a school’s ability to
increase teacher learning and respond to learning problems (Hallinger 8c
Heck, 2010a). The authors use nine factors of collaboration as their mea ‑
sure of leadership, including empowering staff, shared accountability and
collaborative decision making focused on educational improvement (Hal‑
linger & Heck, 2010a). Leadership is, under their conception, responsible
for how an organization and its members deliberately change their prac‑
tices to ena c t school improvement (Hallinger 8cHeck 2010b). In this way,
the growth of school improvement capacity n o t only helps schools do some‑
thing diiferent, but something more.
One example of an approach using a theory of action with a focus on

school improvement capacity is Copland’s (2003) study of the Bay Area
School ReformCooperative. Copland uses amixedmethods case study that
explores how 16member schools, usingdistributed leadership, use data to
improve instruction. The study outlines a clear theory of action: asteachers
engage data, they increase their own and the school’s overall leadership
capacity to advance continued school improvement. Principals, in t u r n ,
shift their understanding of leadership to o n e “aptly reframed asleader‑
ship of inquiry” (Copland, 2003, p. 391). Key to Copland’s conception of
distributed leadership is practice that rests on expert, n o t hierarchical au‑
thority (Copland, 2003). Expert authority in par t enables practices that are
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less likely to break down at the point of implementation (Copland, 2003).
Additionally, it suggests a leadership team operates with more knowledge
and capacity then any individual, reconciling the desire of policymakers fo r
educational improvement via leadership with the inability of individuals to
consistently ac t with extraordinary or heroic ability (Copland, 2003).

The large-scale longitudinal study conductedby Louis and colleagues
(2010), which utilizes models that exemplify both distributed and instruc‑
tional leadership, also relies on a theory of reciprocal growth in leadership
like that in Copland. The authors collected over six years of data f rom a
survey of 8,391 teachers and 471 school administrators, included interview
and observation data from a subset, and correlated that data with state test
results using a mixed methods methodology. Broadly, they find modes of
collective leadership have a stronger influence on student ou t c omes than
individual leadership. While they do n o t identify a single way to distribute
leadership that is mos t effective, they find that “the mo r e encompassing the
goal, the greaterthe likelihood that multiple sources of leadership will be
appropriate” (Louis et al., 2010, p. 282). Leveraging the capacity of expert
leadership, Louis and colleagues demonstrate how leadership teams are
able to undertake new responsibilities that lead to an increased focus on
the goals and expectations of student achievement.
Other studies that exemplify targeting school improvement capacity in‑

clude studies by Chen (2007), Grumdahl (2010),Leithwood et al. (2010),
Marks and Printy (2003),and Silins8cMulford (2004).Throughout the lit‑
erature, afocus on a “systemsapproach” (Grundahl, 2010) to improvement,
or efforts to better identify rou tes through which schools enhance the skills
of their members, such asLeithwood and co‐authors’ “Four Paths” model,
or the discussion of leadership styles in Marks and Printy (2003), all speak
of school improvement capacity’s general proposition that the ability of
collectives in schools to lead increases asleadership practices are enacted.

Cul t iva t ing Culture of Shared Purpose

A second set of theories of action considers the role of leadership in
creating school cultures that unite staff around common goals. Culture is
one of many active metaphors used to understand what an organization is
and does (Smircich, 1983) and is particularly applicable to school leader‑
ship, where leaders are at least in part attempting to shift the focus of an
organization’s members toward a total emphasis on teaching and learning
(Hallinger, 2003; Marks 8cPrinty, 2002; Mayrowetz et al., 2007). In con ‑
trast with models that involve school improvement capacity, which refers
to leadership changing what a school’s members can do, cultural leader‑
ship involves changingwhat a school’s members think about teaching and
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THREE THEORIES OF ACTION CONNECTING LEADERSHIP 
AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 

Stuciies that demonstrate notable effects of leadership in this review show 
one or more of three types of theories of aelioi1 at work: whole school 
change Lhroug-h the enhancement of "school improvement capacity," the 
cultivation of a culture of shared purpose, and/ or the redesign of teachers' 
work. \Vhile each study maintains its own unique theory of anion, often 
blending these types in different ways, a handful of the studies in the sample 
reflect trends and commonalities that appear across the literallll'e sample. 
These commonalities in how leaders in studies, through behavioi-s, influ
ence student outcomes, suggest a common structure between studies that, 
further, sugg·csts ways in which leadership models are reconcilable ½ith one 
another. Additionally, these theories are similar in scope and application 
to the factors identified in Scheerens' (2012) meta-analysis of similar work. 

Targeting School Improvement Capacity 

First, many studies utilize a theory of action in which leadership practices 
reciprocally influence "school improvement capacity," in turn improving 
learning (Hallinger & Heck, 2010; Heck & Hallinger, 2009; Heck & Hal
linger, 20 l 0). School improvement capacity refers· to a school's ability Lo 

increase teacher learning and respond to learning problems (Halling~r & 

Heck, 2010a). The authors use nine factors of collaboration as their mea
sure of leadership, including empowering stafl~ shared accountability and 
collahorativc decision making focused on educational improvement (Hal
linger & Heck, 2010a). Leadership is, under their conception, responsible 
for how an organization and its members deliberately change their prac
tices to enact school improvemelll (Hallinger & Heck 20 l Ob). In this wav, 
the growth of school improvement capacity ·not only helps schools do soin~
thing different, but something more. 

One example of an approach using a theory of action with a focus on 
school improvement capacity is Copland's (2003) study of the Hay Area 
School Reform Cooperative. Copland uses a mixed methods case study that 
explores how 16 member schools, using distributed leadership, use data to 
improve instruction. The study outlines a clear theory of action: as Leachers 
engage data, they increase their own and the school's overall lcade1-ship 
capacity to advance continued school improvement. Principals, in turn, 
shift their understanding of leadc,-ship to one "aptly reframed as leader
ship of inquiry" (Copland, 2003, p. 391). Key to Copland's conception of 
distrihmcd leadership is practice that rests on expert, not hierarchical au
thority (Copland, 2003). Expert authority in part enables p..actices that are 
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less likely Lo break down at the point of implementation (Copland, 2003). 
Arlditionally, iL suggests a leadership team operates with more knowledge 
and capacity then any individual, reconciling the desire of policymakers for 
educational improvement via leadership with the inah~lity of individuals to 
consistently act with extraordinary or heroic ability (Copland, 2003). 

The large-scale longitudinal study conducted by Louis and colleag·ues 
(2010), which utilizes models that exemplify both distributed and instruc
tional leadership, also relies on a theory of reciprocal growth in leadership 
like that in Copland. The auLhors collected over six years of data from a 
survey of 8,391 teachers and 471 school administrators, included int~rview 
and observation data from a subset, and correlated that data with state test 
result,;; llsing a mixed methods methodology. Broadly, they find modes of 
collective leadership have a stronger influence on studenl oulcomes than 
individual leadership. \Vhile they do not identify a single way to distribute 
leadership that is most effective, they find that "the more encompassing the 
goal, the greater the likelihood that multiple sources of leadership ¼ill be 
appropriate" (Louis et ,ti., 20IO, p. 282). Leveraging the capacity of expert 
leadership, Louis and colleagues demonstrate how leadership teams arc 
able to undertake new responsibilities that lead to an increased focus on 
the goals and expectations of student achievement. 

Olher studies that exemplify targeting school imp£ovement capacity in
clude studies by Chen (2007), Grumdahl (20IO), Leithwood et al. (2010), 
Marks and Printy (2003), and Silins & Mttlford {2004). Throughout the lit
erature, a focus on a "systems approach" ( Grundahl, 2010) to improvement, 
or efforts to better identify routes through which schools enhance the skills 
of their members, such as Leithwood and co-authors' "Four Paths" model, 
or the discussion of leadership styles in Marks and Printy (2003), all speak 
of school improvement capacily's general proposition that the ability of 
collectives in schools to lead increases as leadership practices are enactt:d. 

Cultivating Culture of Shared Purpose 

A second set of theories of action considers the role of leadership in 
creating school cultures that unite staff around common goals. Culture is 
one of many active metaphors used to understand what an organization is 
and does (Smircich, 1983) and is pa,ticularly applicable to school leader~ 
ship, where leaders are at least in part attempting to shift the focus of an 
organization's members toward a total emphasis on teaching and learning 
(Hallinger, 2003; Marks & Printy, 2002; Mayrowetz et al., 2007). In con
trast with. models that involve school improvement capacity, which refers 
to leadership changing what a school's members can do, culturnl lc.ldcr
ship involves changing whaL a school's members think about teaching and 
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learning. Studies that utilize these models consider division among teach‑
ers on how best to improve student outcomes amajor barrier to improving
those outcomes.
Other research also highlights the central role that school culture may

play in improvingstudent achievement, and the role that leaders may play
in building that culture. Kim’s (2010) qualitative case study examined two
California charter schools noted for their positive leadership practices. Kim
finds a relationship between leadership interventions and improvement on
standardized tests, but also gathers and analyzes data on student behavior.
Kim focused on the relationship between principal and teacher; specifi‑

cally, how changes in that relationship change institutional structures and
cultures (Kim, 2010). In particular, the author explored howinstitutionalized
practices like mentoringprograms, leadership team meetings, and other de‑
velopment programs supported an overarchingmandate from the principal
to shift school culture towards collaboration for learningimprovement (Kim,
2010). Because teachers at one school studiedwere highly committed to this
culture, teacher leaders made professional development a priority school‑
wide and made continuous learning about instructional improvement an
expectation (Kim, 2010). This commitment in t u r n produced other changes
in institutional practice, including participation in action research, more
frequent collaboration among teachers, and greater teacher participation in
hiring. Byexploring student behavior factors in addition to test scores, Kim
demonstrates how a culture of shared purpose impacts all members of the
school community, providingan opportunity for teachers to exercise school‑
wide leadership towards acommon culture of achievement impactedstudent
maturity, collaboration and attitude (Kim, 2010).
Culture is discussed, to varying level of details, in several of the stud‑

ies included in the review, including studies byAkopoff (2010), Alexander
(2010), Angelle (2010), Droese (2010), Foster (2005), Harris (2002), Hol‑
land (2002), Rivers (2010), and Terrell (2010). Definitions of what consti‑
tutes a culture abound in the literature. In general, these definitions seek to
differentiate and consider separately the thought of an organization (and
that of its members) f rom its behaviors.

Redesigning Teachers' Work

A third theory of action regards the re‐conception of teachers’ work asa
key mediating element between collective leadership and student achieve‑
men t . Using theories of work design, Mayrowetz and co-authors (2008)
conceptualize distributed leadership asa process that begins when teach‑
ers assume new responsibilities beyond their classroom, and administrators
are forced to re-conceive their ownjob roles asa result (p. 70). Collective
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leadership entails by necessity changing the core tasks performedby teach‑
ers aspart of their work. Whether a new distributed leadership model suc‑
ceeds or fails, they argue, is largelydependent uponwhether those teachers
can make sense of their new work in their c u r r e n t con t e x t (sensemaking),
whether the changes make teachers more excited about their work (iden‑
tity) andwhether the changes allow them to do their re-designedjob better
(learning) (Mayrowetz et al., 2008).Tasks that give teachers a strong sense
of significance, identity, and autonomy best create fulfilling work, which
leads to leadership.
Task identity (Mayrowetz et a1., 2008), a key component of work redesign

in schools, speaks to the additive function of colleptive leadership to school
practices. Traditionally, teachers experience relatively little connection to
the progress and outcomes of their students after the end of a school year.
Under collective leadership models, teachers participate in the const ruc ‑
tion of amodel f o r aschool’s success and supervise that model over time, in
no small part bymonitoring students asthey progress through the school’s
grade levels. This process, of “crafting coherence” (Mayrowetz et al.,2008,
p. 81) or translating the work of school improvement intoworkable chang‑
esin classroom activity (Harris, 2003) is a critical element of schools assert‑
ingmo r e agency over the outcomes of their students.
A work design theory of action is articulated in Chang’s (2011) quantita‑

tive correlational study, which explores the impact of distributed leadership
among 1,500 Taiwanese elementary school teachers on student outcomes.
Changposits that teachers’ academic optimism ( in short, the beliefheld by
teachers that their techniques are effective and that all students can learn)
facilitates the establishment of effective learning environments.With these
variables identified, Chang constructs a structural equation model con ‑
necting teacher perceptions of distributed leadership practice, academic
optimism and student ou tcomes on monthly subject examinations, using
established survey instruments with a strong basis in conceptual literatures.
Chang describes these leadership schemes as planned: “decentralized”
leadership “disperses leadership tasks through a systematic and planned
scheme to the membership, makes mo re individuals follow the educational
objectives, and provides opportunities for participating in the operation of
the school” (Chang, 2011, p. 509).
Studies that explore the composition of teachers’ work include studies

byAbbott and McKnight (2010), DavidsonandDell (2013), Leithwoodand
Jantzi (2006), and Timperley (2008). These studies may discuss creating
differentjob roles for teachers, or simply discuss incorporatingnew respon‑
sibilities or opportunities into teachers’ work. Studies that address teachers’
work, however, address a unique set of problems that are essential consid‑
erations for the field, including the challenges teachers encoun t e r when
they attempt to span organizational boundaries (Timperley, 2008), shifts in
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objectives, and provides opportunities for participating in the operation of 
the school" (Chang, 2011, p. 509). 

Studies that explore the composition of teachers' work include studies 
by Abbott and McKnight (2010), Davidson and Dell (2013), Leithwood and 
Jantzi (2006), and Timperley (2008). These studies may discuss creating· 
different job roles for Leachers, or simply discuss incorporating new respon
sibilities or opportunities into teachers' work. Studies that address teachers' 
work, however, address a unique set of problems that are essential consid
erations for the field, including the challenges teachers encounter when 
they attempt to span organizational boundaries (Timperley, 2008), shifts in 
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power that occur when teachers take on explicit leadership roles (Timper‑
ley, 2008), the need for strong district support for new teachers (Davidson
& Dell, 2003), and other considerations that pu t the individual practice of
leadership into a systemic perspective.

FEATURES OF LEADERSHIP THEORIES OF ACTION

In addition to similar theories of action, the reviewed studies also share
some common features of effective leadership that cross between these
boundaries. Irrespective of who leads, how they lead, and for what they
lead, these features suggest what effective leaders focus on , think about,
and prioritize.While leadersmay have avariety of priorities, these three fea‑
tures are routinely highlighted in both quantitative and qualitative work re‑
viewed here ascritical components of a leaders’ effectiveness and continual
development. Common features include: the development of a common
language among school staff, working on multiple levels of change simulta‑
neously, and orienting the school organization’s focus towards instruction.

Developing a Common Language

First, leadership theories of action often focus on how leadership prac‑
t i ces create a common language to describe instructional practice. Instruc‑
tional leaders are ultimately responsible for building culture (Hallinger,
2003). Key to the creation of a common culture is the use of a common
language to describe practices: “language is culture, and vice versa” (City,
Elmore, Fiarman, 8cTietel, 2009, p. 34). Creating ajoint understanding
of how instruction works and how it needs to improve is a key prerequi‑
site to mentoring, school‐wide consideration of learning practices, or any
other activity that seeks to make instructional activities a leadership issue.
Through evaluation andmentoring, school leaderswork together to create
“sensemaking” (Louis, Mayrowetz,Smiley, & Murray 2009): An atmosphere
in which teachers can describe their own and others’ instructional strengths
and weaknesses. A common vocabulary is required for such a discussion.
Research analyzed here suggests common languagem u s t become direct‑

ly embedded in practice. Timperley (2008) undertook a mixed methods
study of seven New Zealand schools involved in a school improvement ini‑
tiative, using group instructional technique to improve student outcomes.
Timperley showed quantitatively that literacy scores between schools were
substantially different, then usedan interviewmethodology to interpret the
results of group meetings she observed. New vision statements are n o t in
themselves sufficient to affect instructional improvement, Timperley finds;

\
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instead, vision mu s t be enacted through new practices. Those practices
mu s t be backed up, in t u r n , by ensuring the messages sent by leaders are
consistent internally,with followers andwith the con t en t of artifacts such as
how student achievement data is recordedand presented. Effectivenesswas
amplified in environments where consistency isemphasizedand embedded
in the analysis teachers undertake of their own and each others’ practice.
Leaders, then, are responsible fo r far m o r e than setting an agenda: they are
also responsible for recruiting and retaining the participation of other key
school figures in the analysis of data and the development of responses to
those findings.

For Timperley’s schools, a common language serves as the building
blocks that allowa diverse group of leaders to ac t on multiple issues at the
same time without losinginternal coherency. Common language also assists
in resolvinga tension in distributed leadership between taking advantage of
a diverse set of skills on the o n e handand creating a “greater distribution of
incompetence” (Timperley, 2008, p. 220) on the other. A focus on bound‑
ary spanning and the activity of developing an organization-wide concept
of instructional improvement helps multiple leaders focus on instruction
specifically and close pre-existinggaps in teachers’ “visions for and expecta‑
tions of student achievement” (p. 220).

Studies that explicitly examined the development‘of common language
included those by Chang (2011) and Droese (2011). However, developing
common understandings undergirded by common language plays an im‑
plicit role in any number of studies in the review, particularly those that
seek to change school cultures by targeting schools with heterogeneous
views on student capabilities, or in any schoolwhere group analysis of learn‑
ingproblems is routine practice. These relatively few studies underline the
importance of developing a common understanding of the problems of
schools asprerequisites to more complete notions of collective leadership.

Mul t ip le Levers o f Change

Second, leadership theories of action often consider how leaders under‑
take multiple levers of change simultaneously. One of the key differences
between instructional and transformational leadership as they are tradi‑
tionally understood is their mechanismof change: Instructional leadership
targets “first‐order” variables that directly impact instruction, while trans‑
formational leadership influences “second-order” variables that regulate
the capacity of others to make change (Hallinger, 2003). Authors featured
in this review are, largely, interested in reconciling these two approaches:
they seek to understand how these two variables work simultaneously.
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instead, vision must he enacted through new practices. Those practices 
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Marks and Printy (2003) explore multiple levers of change, using a di‑
verse data set‐‐the School Restructuring Survey‐to test their hypothesis
that second-order changes are necessary but insufficient conditions fo r
school improvement. Using a hierarchical linear model, the authors so r t
questions on the survey into those representing transformational leader‑
ship and those representingshared instructional leadership; the latter, they
argue,emphasizes the practical need for principals to engage teachers when
crafting instructional change. While the study’s schools have widely variant
scores on both leadershipmeasures, Marks and Printy find no schools with
high shared instructional leadership and low transformational leadership,
implying the latter is a prerequisite to the former. High scores on both
measures, however, explain 26% of the differences in pedagogical quality
and 57% 0f the difference in student achievement between subject schools.

Other studies that describe first‐ and second-order leadership effects in‑
clude those by Angelle (2010), Chen (2007), Copland (2003), Grumdahl
(2010), Harris (2002), Holland (2002), LeithwoodandMascall (2008), and
Louis et a1. (2010). In many of these cases, authors attempt to characterize
the effects leaders have on schools in general and study the relationship
between these effects and student learning. Quantitative methods can pro‑
vide valuable tools for understanding where leaders ought to, therefore,
place the emphasis of their worknCases, however, are equally informative,
particularly inasmuch asthey describe how the various roles of leaders in‑
teract with‐and at times contradict‐one another in the pursuit of school
improvement.

A Collective Focus on Instruction

Finally, leadership theories of action often ensure that leadership prac‑
tices are focused on instruction and improvingstudent outcomes.
Through both aninterpretationof the teacher leadership literature, and

their own findings, Silins and Mulford argue teachers generally have little
interest in leadership opportunities that do n o t include influence over cur‑
riculumand instruction (Silins8cMulford, 2002). The perceived benefits of
transformational leadership‐primarily, the organizational legitimacy that
comes from the active involvement of teachers in decision-making‐car‑
ries with it the implicit assumption that schools operate as learning orga‑
nizations (Silins & Mulford, 2002). Even in high schools, where content
knowledge is fairly diverse, Silins and Mulford fi nd the strongest correla‑
tion between student achievement and group learning processes around
instruction (Silins 8cMulford, 2002).

Other studies that emphasize the importance of a collective focus on
instruction include those byAbbott and McKnight (2010),Akopoff (2010),
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Davidson and Dell (2003), Foster (2005), and the work of Hallinger and
Heck (2009a, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b). As instructional leadership scholars
have long understood, curriculum and instruction is the common ground
on which teachers andprincipals come together to think and ac t on school
improvement. A focus on instruction undergirds several group. leadership
practices common in education, such asinquiry teams, professnonal learn‑
ing communities, and peer evaluation (Abbott 8cMcKnight, 2010). Addl‑
tionally, the prioritization of instructionbyaprincipal or other non-1nstruc‑
tional leader provides the space through which instructors can do the same
(Abbott8cMcKnight, 2010). That focus on teaching and learning‐what
Marks and Printy (2003) call the “core technology” of schools (p. $77)‑
differentiates educational leadership from other forms of leadership and
makes necessary places at the leadership table for career educators.

LIMITATIONS

Several elements of the approach to this reviewmay l imit its utility.First,the
review’s broad approach to understanding student outcomes may Include
several studies where the relationship between leadership and student ou t ‑
comes is more opaque. While appropriate, therefore, f o r discussmg how
scholars apply leadership frameworks, this review may n o t be appropriate
for determiningwhich leadership style or approach is the best for students.
Similarly, requiring that studies require clear conceptions of leaders, lead‑
ership behaviors, and student ou tcomes inherently excludedflstudiesWthh
mee t part or none of the conditions of a “theory of action as this study
understands it. Finally, because this study allows theories of a c t l o n and fea‑
tures of leadership to emerge f rom the literature, these ideas are naturally
enlarged or constrained asthis specific literature applles. These constructs
may, therefore, n o t apply to other types of leadership studles, or be less ef‑
fective in describing many of the studies excluded f rom the second stage
of analysis. 1 .
Further, this chapter does n o t argue that collective. leadershlp is the

only or the best method of leading schools. That task is Instead best left
to large scale quantitative and mixed methods evaluations, some of Wthh
(Hallinger 8cHeck, 2010; Louis et al., 2009) are rev1ewed here. Much of
leadership scholarship focused on collectivity, however, has sought to dem‑
onst ra te n o t that collectivity ought to exist, but that it does. To the ex t en t
that diffuse sources of expertise and influence will inevitably exist In com‑
plex organizations like schools, understanding how those diverse sources .
can best work toward common ends is an essential and con tmu i n g task fo r
leadership research in the years ahead.
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review's broad approach to understanding student outcomes may include 
several studies where the relationship between leadership and student out
comes is more opaque. While appropriate, therefore, for discussing ~ow 
scholars apply leadership frameworks, this review may not be appropnate 
for determining which leadership style or approach is the best for students. 
Similarly, requiring that studies require clear conceptions of lead~rs, le~d
ership behaviors, and student outcomes inherently excluded studies which 
meet part or none of the conditions of a "theory of _action" ~s this study 
understands it. Finally, because this study allows theones of action and fea
tures of leadership to emerge from the literature, these ideas are naturally 
enlarged or constrained as this specific literature a~plies. :'hese constructs 
may, therefore, not apply to other types of leadership studies, or be less ef
fective in describing many of the studies excluded from the second stage 

of analysis. 
Further, this chapter does not argue that collective leadership is the 

only or the best method of leading schools. That tas~ is instead best l_eft 
to large scale quantitative and mixed methods evalu~t1ons, some of which 
(Hallinger & Heck, 2010; Louis et al., 2009) are reviewed here. Much of 
leadership scholarship focused on collectivity, however, has sought to dem
onstrate not that collectivity ought to exist, but that it does. To the extent 
that diffuse sources of expertise and influence will inevitably exist in com
plex organizations like schools, understanding ~ow those ~ive~se sources 
can best work toward common ends is an essential and contmumg task for 

leadership research in the years ahead. 
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CONCLUSIONS

This chapter explores the convergence of recent literature on educational
leadership around collectivity: The notion that multiple individuals, across
time and contexts, lead together to influence student achievement. Exam‑
ining literature across models identified asinstructional leadership, trans‑
formational leadership, teacher leadership, and distributed leadership, it
identifies three key “theories of action,” or ways of understanding the rela‑
tionship between leadership and outcomes: targeting school improvement
capacity, cultivating aculture of shared purpose, and redesigning teachers’
work. This review also identifies three common features of these theories
of action: developing a common language, exploiting multiple levers of
change, and creatinga collective focus on instruction.While relatively little
research on collective leadership ties to student outcomes, studies that do
form a set of common and coherent arguments regarding how leadership
functions in schools that can be understood outside of individual models
of leadership.
In keepingwith agrowingbody of work over the lastseveral years, this re‑

view finds that relatively few studies in the field connec t leadershipactivities
with student ou tcomes and, of those that do, wide variation exists in leader‑
ship’s effects, in part based on how researchers understand leadership ac‑
tivities. Further clarifying how leadership functions, in theory and practice,
can lay the groundwork for studies with more relevance to policymakers
and practitioners. These should include both qualitative and quantitative
studies that seek to get “inside” collective leadership practice, understand‑
ing how leaders do what they do in schools, and how those actions work
together to form cohesive visions for and foci on instruction and school
improvement. The theories of action and features of theories of action ou t ‑
lined here can provide a guide for researchers considering how to initially
approach collective leadership environments to maximize the instances of
leadership uponwhich they can collect data.
This reviewalso suggests the need for work that mo re thoroughly ex‑

plores how models of educational leadership work can be understood to ‑
gether. This work has already begun among some theoretical scholarship:
integrated models such as“distributed images of instructional leadership”
(Portin & Knapp, 2014), or “shared instructional leadership” (Printy 8c
Marks, 2006), should become mo re common components of empirical
work. However, the long t e rm goal of theoretical work should be the inte‑
gration, rather than the multiplication, of models for understandingschool
leadership. More than a decade later, a “bewildering array of definitions”
(Harris, 2003, p. 318) still mark this field, complicating conversation be‑
tween scholars and practitioners. Particularly as educational leadership
scholars look to amplify the voice of practitioners, throughmethodological
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tools such asaction research and increased participation for teachers and
administrators in journals and professional conferences, overly subtle dis‑
tinctions betweenmodels of leadership create a barrier to the democratizan
tion of this field of study.

For educational leaders, this chapter reiterates the need for strong and
clearly articulated theories of action. In exemplary studies in this rev1ew, ef‑
fective leadership programs clearly defined what constitutes aleader, what
practices are employed by leaders, and how those practices are expected to
improve instruction. A common focus on instructionand instructional i m ‑

provement echoes throughout the studies examined here, and should con‑
tinue to serve asa strong focus for educational“leader preparation and for
leaders themselves. These studies also suggest that this focus comes hand‑
in‐handwith collective leadership, ensuring mo re of the adults in a school
building have avoice in the organization’s vision and operations. For lead‑
ers aswell asscholars, collective leadership asan ideamediateswhat leader‑
ship models call for and changes in student outcomes.
Famously, leadership is said to change little about ou tcomes for students,

outweighed by the effects of teaching and parenting.However,asdemands
both for school accountability and the further indiVidualization of i n s t i u c ‑
t ion increase, it is clear that future school leaders will be expected to do
more with less, to steer school improvement even asthey control relatively
few of itsproducts. The introduction of multiple leaders working together
can decrease the burden of these demands, aswell aspotentially blur the
line betweenleadership and instruction. This ambiguity can, and should,
be embraced: As studies examined here demonstrate, good leading travels
together with good teaching.
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